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Abstract 
KLrka. P., Regular unimodal systems and factors of finite automata, Theoretical Computer Science 
133 (1994) 49-64. 
Dynamical systems at the edge of chaos, which have been considered as models of self-organization 
phenomena, are marked by their ability to perform nontrivial computations. To distinguish them 
from systems with limited computing power, we formulate two simplicity criteria for general 
dynamical systems, and apply them to unimodal systems on real interval. We say that a dynamical 
system is regular, if it yields a regular language when observed through arbitrary almost disjoint 
cover. Finite automata are regarded as dynamical systems on zero-dimensional spaces and their 
factors yield another class of simple dynamical systems. These two criteria coincide on subshifts, 
since a subshift is regular iff it is a factor of a finite automaton (sofic systems). A unimodal system on 
real interval is regular if it has only a finite number of periodic points, and nonrecursive otherwise. 
On the other hand each S-unimodal system with finite, periodic or preperiodic kneading sequence is 
a factor of a finite automaton. Thus preperiodic S-unimodal systems are factors of finite automata, 
which are not regular. 
1. Introduction 
The complexity of a dynamical system might be characterized by the regularity of 
its visits in different regions of the state space. While the randomness of these visits is 
measured by statistical properties like topological entropy, the study of their struc- 
tural properties requires the methods of computer science and formal language 
theory. This approach is well established in the study of Z-subshifts, which are in 
one-to-one correspondence with central languages (see [4]). Regular Z-subshifts are 
called sofic systems and are factors of subshifts of finite type (see [14] or [6]). In 
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one-dimensional dynamics formal language methods have been pioneered by Crutch- 
field and Young [3], who investigate the regularity of languages generated by logistic 
system on standard partition of the state space. 
In the present paper we generalise these results. Any cover of the state space yields 
a language, and we are interested in its regularity and recursivity. To get a satisfactory 
theory we restrict ourselves to covers, which are sufficiently simple. Otherwise the 
complexity of the obtained language would reflect the complexity of the cover, rather 
than the complexity of the dynamics. In zero-dimensional spaces the appropriate 
covers are finite clopen partitions. In the case of a compact real interval we use 
interval covers consisting of closed intervals, which meet at their endpoints. A general 
concept is almost disjoint finite cover. It consists of closed sets, which have everywhere 
the same dimension equal to the dimension of the space, and meet in sets whose 
dimension is smaller. We say that a dynamical system is regular (recursive), if it 
generates a regular (recursive) language on each almost disjoint cover. 
In formal language theory there is a duality between languages and automata. In 
particular regular languages are recognized by finite automata. Finite automata can 
be regarded as dynamical systems on discontinuum, which is a compact, perfect, 
zero-dimensional space. Dynamical systems on discontinuum are of particular inter- 
est, since every dynamical system on a compact metric space is a factor of some 
dynamical system on discontinuum (generalized Alexandrov Theorem, see [ 11). Every 
type of automata studied in computer science corresponds in a natural way to a class 
of dynamical systems on discontinuum. Since factorization might only lead to simpli- 
fication, the hierarchy of these automata induces a hierarchy of dynamical systems. 
Factors of finite automata are at the bottom of this hierarchy. 
We show that the simplest dynamical systems, which have only finite attractors, are 
both regular and factors of finite automata. Equivalence between these two classes 
occurs also in subshifts. Since we work with noninvertible dynamical systems, the 
languages we get are in general not central, but only right central, i.e. extendable to the 
right. Right central languages correspond to N-subshifts in similar manner as central 
languages correspond to Z-subshifts (see [4]). An N-subshift is regular iff it is a factor 
of a finite automaton. More generally, any zero-dimensional factor of a finite auto- 
maton is regular, but not vice versa. 
For unimodal systems on real interval we get a reverse situation: If we restrict 
ourselves to the standard cover consisting of the two intervals meeting at the turning 
point, we get a regular language iff the kneading sequence is either finite, or periodic or 
preperiodic (this is the generalization of results of Crutchfield and Young 131). 
However, the interval covers with cut points whose itineraries are nonrecursive, yield 
nonrecursive languages. Such covers occur whenever there exists an infinite number of 
periodic points. Thus a unimodal system is regular if it has a finite number of periodic 
points, and nonrecursive otherwise. 
These results have been obtained without any assumptions on smoothness. TO 
investigate unimodal factors of finite automata, we need a stronger theory of S- 
unimodal systems (negative Schwarzian derivative). We have proved in [lo] that any 
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S-unimodal system whose kneading sequence is either preperiodic or periodic odd is 
a factor of a finite automaton. On the other hand the S-unimodal systems with 
aperiodic kneading sequences, which occur at the common limit of period doubling 
and band merging bifurcations, are not factors of finite automata. In the present paper 
we strengthen the first result and show that any S-unimodal system with finite, 
periodic or preperiodic kneading sequence is a factor of a finite automaton. Thus 
preperiodic S-unimodal systems are factors of finite automata, which are not regular. 
2. Dynamical systems and languages 
We conceive dynamical system as a continuous self map of a topological space, 
which is compact, metrizable and homogeneous, i.e. has at each point the same 
dimension. Recall dim(X)= -1 if X=0, dim(X)=sup(dim,(X)~x~X} if X#O, 
dim,(X) d n + 1 if there exist arbitrary small open neighbourhoods of x whose bound- 
aries have dimension at most n, dim,(X)= n+ 1 if dim,(X)bn + 1 and dim,(X) 
$ n, dim,(X) = co, if (t/n) (dim,(X) 8 n). A cover of space X is a system c( = { V, 1 ad} of 
its subsets whose union is X. A cover x is finer than b = { Vb ( b E B} 
(cc>fi) if (V~EA)(%EB)(V,E Vb). 
Definition 1. A space X is homogeneous, if (Vx~X)(dim,(X)=dim(X)). A cover c1 of 
X is almost disjoint if it is finite, each V, is a closed homogeneous set with 
dim( V,) = dim(X), and dim( I/an V,,) <dim(X) for a #a’. 
Every zero-dimensional space is homogeneous, and a real interval is a homogene- 
ous one-dimensional space. A cover of a zero-dimensional compact space is almost 
disjoint iff it is a finite clopen partition, i.e. if it consists of disjoint clopen (closed and 
open) sets. A cover CI = { V, 1 aeA} of a compact real interval is almost disjoint, iff each 
V, is a finite union of closed intervals, and V,n V, consists of endpoints of these 
intervals. We say that c( is an interval cover, if each V, is a closed interval. The 
endpoints of these intervals are referred to as cutpoints of CI. A space is perfect, if each 
of its points is a limit point. A discontinuum is a compact metrizable space, which is 
O-dimensional and perfect. Any two discontinua are homeomorphic, and any count- 
able product of discrete finite spaces is a discontinuum (see e.g. [S]). 
Definition 2. A dynamical system (X,f) is a continuous mapf: X-+X of a compact 
metrizable and homogeneous space X to itself. A homomorphism cp :(X,f)-+( Y, y) of 
dynamical systems is a continuous mapping cp :X + Y such that gcp = (pf: We say that 
(Y, g) is a factor of (X,f), if cp is a factorization (i.e. a surjective map). 
The nth iteration of a dynamical system (X,f) is defined by f’(x)=x, 
fnf’(x)=f(f”(x)). A point XEX is periodic with period n>O, iff”(x)=x andf’(x)#x 
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for 0 <i< IZ. A point x is eventually periodic, if there exists i>O, such that f’(x) is 
periodic. It is preperiodic, if it is eventually periodic but not periodic. It is aperiodic, if 
it is not eventually periodic. A subset A EX is invariant, if f(A)&A, and strongly 
invariant iff(A)=A. The w-limit set of a set A CX is o(A)= nn U,,,,f”(A). If A is 
nonempty, then w(A) is a nonempty, closed, strongly invariant set. If cp :(X,f)+( Y, y) 
is a factorization, then cp(os (A))=w,(q(A)). 
Let A be a finite alphabet, and N = 10, 1,2, . . } the set of nonnegative integers. We 
frequently use alphabet 2 = { 0, 1 }. Denote AN = {u = u. u1 . / ui~A 1 the space of in- 
finite sequences of letters of A, with product topology. For nEN denote A” the set of 
sequences of length n, A*= UnsN A” the set of finite sequences, and A* = A*uAN. 
Denote 1 u 1 the length of a sequence UE A*, (0 d 1 u 1 d a), and i, the word of zero length 
so, ui = 1, for i > / u I. Write US u if u is a substring of U, and u c u, if u is an initial 
substring of V. Write u,, = uO. . . Ui_ 1 the initial substring of u of length i. If UEA*, 
denote ticA” the infinite repetition of U, defined by tii.,!,,+, =ui. For UEA* define 
ME A* by ~(U)i=Ui+ I. Thus a(i.)=k For UEA” denote [u] = {tl~A”la,,,=u} sAN the 
cylinder determined by u. It is a clopen set, and c(, = { [u] / nEA”} is a clopen partition 
of AN. A subshift is any nonempty subset .Z c AN, which is closed and o-invariant. If 
C is a subshift, then (C, a) is a dynamical system. 
Definition 3. Let (X,j) be a dynamical system, and x= {V, I a~ A} a finite cover of X. 
The language and subshift generated by (X,f) on tl are 
S?(X,l; cc)={u~A*l V,#O), 9’(X,l; LY)= +ANI V,#O}, 
where VU = (XEX I Vi < I u 1) (fin Vu,)} is the set of points, which visit sets of c( accord- 
ing to the sequence U. We say that (X,f) is regular (recursive), if Y(X,J a) is regular 
(recursive) for every almost disjoint cover c( of X. 
Definition 4. A nonempty language L s A* is right central, if 
(VUEL)(V’1;9U)(Z;EL). 
and 
The adherence of LC A* and the language of CG AN are defined by 
.c4(L)={u~ANI(v’u~A*)(uau~u~L)I\. 
~(C)={u~A*~(32j~C)(u~~))=~(C,~,{[a]~a~Aj). 
If (X,f) is a dynamical system and E a closed cover of X, then Y(X,J c() is a right 
central language, Y(X,f; CC) is a subshift, U( .!Y’(X,f; a))= _Y’(X,f; T), and .zZ’(P’(X,_C tl))= 
Y’(X,J CC). If LC A* is a right central language and CE AN a subshift, then d(L) is 
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a subshift, 2’(C) is a right central language, &2’(Z) = C, and .9&‘(L) = L. This can be 
proved by a simple compactness argument (cf. [4]). 
Proposition 1. Let (X, f) be a dynamical system and z 3 /I almost disjoint covers of X. If 
U(X,f; r) is regular (recursive), then so is _S?(X,,f; 8). 
Proof. Suppose that there exist UEA, and b# b’EB with V, c V,n V,,. Then 
dim( V,)<dim( Vbn V,.)<dim(X), which is a contradiction. Thus for each UEA there 
exists a unique k(a)~B with V,G VhtLI). We prove I$= u (Val h(a)= b}. If not, denote 
Y= I’-u {V,Ik(a)=b}. F or each YE Y there exist a’, b’, with y~V,,c V,,, thus 
Y~U{V,nVJb’#b}, and dim(Y) <dim( Vb). Since Y is open in V,, Vh is not homo- 
geneous, which is a contradiction. The map h can be extended to a monoid homomor- 
phism h : A* +B*, which is A-free, i.e. k- ’ (A)= 2. We get p(X,f; /?)= k(sP(X,L a)), and 
since both regular and recursive languages are closed to ).-free homomorphisms (see 
Hopcroft and Ullmann [S]), 2’(X,f; p) is regular (recursive). 0 
Proposition 2. A dynamical system (X,f) on a zero-dimensional space X is regular 
(recursive) ifs there exists a sequence LY, of clopen partitions of X suck that z,,+ 1 a~(,,, 
diam(rA,)+O, and 6p(X,L CC,) is regular (recursive). 
Proof. Let /I be a finite clopen partition. For each XEX there exists n, and A,EIx,~ with 
XEA,, such that {A,lx~X}3fl. Let {A,[xEK} be afinitesubcoverof {A,Ix~X},and 
n=max{n,lxEK}. Then ~~~2/3, and we get the result by Proposition 1. 0 
Proposition 3. A dynamical system (I, g) on a compact real interval is regular (recursive) 
ifSP’(l, g, cz) is regular (recursive) for each interval cover 2. 
Proof. If C! is an almost disjoint cover of I, then each V, is a finite union of closed 
nontrivial intervals, so there exists an interval cover, which refines it, and we apply 
Proposition 1. 0 
Definition 5. A set A EX is an attractor, of a dynamical system (X, f ), if it has a closed 
neighbourhood U such thatf(LJ)L and A=o(U) (see [SJ). We say that (X,f) 
is a system with finite attractors, if all its attractors are finite, i.e. if w(X) is finite. 
Lemma 1. Any attractor is stable, i.e. any its neigkbourkood contains an invariant 
neigkbourkood. 
Proof. Let U E X be closed neighbourhood of A, f(U) G int(U), and A = w( U). Let 
VG U be an open neighbourhood of A. Suppose that V does not contain any invariant 
neighbourhood of A. For k>O denote I+‘,,= UnENfn(BIik(A)), where B,(A)= 
{xEX) ~(y, A)<&}. W, is an invariant neighbourhood of A, so W, $ V. Thus there 
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exists some xk~BrIk(A), and an integer nk withf”“(x,)EX- V. Since X- Vis compact, 
there exists a subsequence ki, with J“*kC(.xk,)+x~X- V. For all sufficiently large k, 
X~E U, so xso(U)=A, which is a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 1. Any dynamical system with finite attractors is regular. 
Proof. Let (X,f) be a dynamical system with finite o(X). Since o(X) is strongly 
invariant, it consists of the periodic points of X. Let x = {V, 1 ag A} be an almost 
disjoint cover of X. For each PEW(X) there exists an open set S, such that PES,,, 
S,nS,=O for p#q, and S,nV,=O whenever p$V,. Thus S=u{S,lp~w(X)} is 
a neighbourhood of o(X). By Lemma 1 there exists an invariant neighbourhood 
U LS of w(X). Denote U,= UnS,. Then U, is a neighbourhood of p,f’(U,)s U,r(,,), 
and U,nV,=O whenever p$V,. Denote L={u~A*l(3p~w(X))(Vi<Iul)(f’(p)~V,~)}. 
Since each pew(X) is periodic, L is a regular language. For each XEX, w(x) so(X), so 
there exists PEW(X) such that limidx, f”p( x) = p, where t, is period of p. It follows there 
exists n, with f’““(x)Eint(U), and an open neighbourhood W, of N with 
fnx( W,.) C_ int(U ). Since X is compact, there exists a finite subcover { W, I XE K }. Let 
n=max{n,IxEK}. Then for any XEX there exists unique PEW(X) withf”(x)EUp, and 
for each i 3 0, ,fnfi(x)~ CJficP). Moreover, if f “fin V,, then fi(p)E V,. Thus if UE A* 
andf”(x)E V,, then PE V,. It follows that if u~Yy(X,f; x), then a”(u)~L, so _Y(X,l; x) is 
a regular language. 0 
3. Finite automata 
A multitape Turing machine is a finite control device connected to several poten- 
tially infinite tapes. We can assume that the control device itself occupies a field on 
a tape, which does not move. The resulting machine is conceptually simpler. It 
consists of a finite number of doubly infinite tapes, which interact at the scanned 
positions. The contents of the scanned positions of all tapes determine the move of the 
machine: the letters which it writes on the tapes and the directions of their shifts. In 
contrast to computer science we assume that the tapes are actually infinite and have 
also infinite content. Thus we obtain a dynamical system on discontinuum (cf. [12]). 
In a similar manner we conceive a multitape finite automaton. It is a finite control 
attached to input tapes, on which all future inputs are written. Moreover there are 
output tapes, to which the results are written. Thus the tapes move in one direction 
only. 
Let A be a finite alphabet and denote Z = {. , - l,O, 1, ) the set of integers. A tape 
is a data structure containing the letters of A indexed by Z. The state of a tape is a map 
u : Z-+ A, thus its state space is the full shift AZ, which is a discontinuum. The tape state 
may be updated by rewriting the zeroth position and shifting the tape left or right. 
This is accomplished by (continuous) updating functions 06: AZ-+AZ defined by 
ab(u)j=a if i+j=O, and ob(u)j=ui+j otherwise. Note that a’(u) = cr&(u) coincides with 
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the canonical shift action. 
cJ~l(...U_~U_lU~UIU~ ...)=...u-3u_2u_lau1 . . 
CJ,O(... u_~u_~uou~u~ . ..)= . ..U_~U_~au.u, . 
fJ,‘(... u-~u_~uou~u~ ...)= . ..U_lau.u,u, . . . 
Definition 6. A Turing automaton is a finite system of finite alphabets (At)teT together 
with transition functions 6,: Q-A,, qt: Q-1 - l,O, l}, where Q=nfETAf is the set of 
inner states. A Turing automaton determines a dynamical system (X,f), where 
X=n,,&, 7~: X+Q is the projection ~c(u),=u,~, and 
f(u),=aL(u,) where a=&z(u), i=qrz(u), UEX, teT. 
The advance of a tape tET on UGX in n steps is d,(u, n)=Cr:,’ qtzfi(x). A finite 
automaton is a Turing automaton, whose tapes never move to the right, i.e. 
(v't~T)(vq~Q)(rl,(q)30). 
Theorem 2. A dynamical system withjinite attractors is a factor of ajnite automaton. 
Proof. Let (Y, y) be a system with finite attractors. Then w(Y) consists of periodic 
points, and we have an inverse map g-l :a(X)+o(X). Dentoe t, the period of 
PEO( Y). By Lemma 1 there exists a g’p-invariant neighbourhood U of pEm( Y), which 
does not meet w(Y)--(p). It follows that YP={ YE YIgk’P(y)-p} is an open set, and 
{ Y,l PEO( Y)} is a clopen partition of Y. Construct a two-tape finite automaton (X,f) 
with alphabets A1 =A2=w(Y). Define transition functions by ql(p, q)=O, q2(p, q)= 1, 
dl(p, q)=g(p), dz(p, q)=p. Thus, the first tape is stationary and only one ofits fields is 
used. Its content changes according to g, and the results are written to the second 
(output) tape. As the time proceeds, the negative part of the second tape contains ever 
longer periodic segments. For PEW(Y), k>O define 
Xpk=f(U, u)EXIUg=p & min(j>O~g~(v_j)#uo}=k+l}, 
X,,={U~XI(V~>O)(gj(V_j)=UO=p)}. 
Then RX,,) = X,(,,, k + 1. For k>O define 7t,:X+A; by &(u, u)=u_k_Iu-k-2 
mapping 
II/,: A!+ Y such that YPo if Y,,#O, and { p} if Y,,=O. Define 
cp(u, u)=~~$~-~(~)z~(u, U)EXpk, and cp(u, u)=p (u, Thus cp:X+ 
is clearly For any Y-o(Y) there only a chain of 
ages, so is also If (u, then cpf(u, = gk 1 $s-k- l(y(p)) ‘Ilk ~f(u, u) 
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some h(q)EA with 6(q, h(q))EQ1. Define a two-tape automaton (X,f) with alphabets 
A1=Q1, A,=A, ql(q)=O, v2(q)=1 for any qEQ1. The transitions are defined by 
6(q, +Q1 * al(q, 4=&q,4> b(q, a)=a, 
6(q,44Q1 - ~1(q>4=~(q, h(q)), b(q,4=Nq) 
Define CJJ:X-+A~ b y cP(X)i=fiz7Cfi(x), where n:X+Q1 x A is the projection. Then 
cp :(X,1)-(C, a) is a factorization. 0 
Since the set of the inverse words of a regular language is regular, any Z-subshift of 
a finite type is a factor of a finite automaton. Since a closed hyperbolic set with a local 
product structure (see [ 131) is a factor of a Z-subshift of finite type, it is also a factor of 
a finite automaton. 
Example 1. There exists a regular system on O-dimensional space, which is not a factor 
of a finite automaton. 
Proof. Take X =2N and for n>O denote U,= [On-l 11. For each n>O let 
{UtI,10 <m< n} be a clopen partition of U,,. Define a continuous map y so that if 
xE UPI,, then g(x)EU,,p, where p= m + 1 mod n, and g”(x)=x. Thus each XE U, is 
a periodic point with period n. Then (X, y) is a regular system, which is by Theorem 
3 not a factor of a finite automaton. 0 
4 Unimodal systems 
Definition 7. A dynamical system (I, g) defined on a real interval I = [a, b] is uni- 
modal, if g(u)=g(b)=u, and if there exists a turning point CE(U, b), such that g is 
increasing in [a, c], and decreasing in [c, b]. 
A powerful tool for investigating unimodal systems is the kneading theory, which is 
based on the concept of itineraries generated by the partition { [a, c), {c}, (c, b] 1. We 
modify this theory using the cover ([a, c], [c, b]}, or more general interval covers 
instead. We lose the uniqueness of the itinerary, but the resulting theory is simpler. In 
particular a simple compactness arguments yields in Theorem 6 a necessary and 
sufficient condition characterizing the language generated by the standard cover. 
Moreover, we do not need any differentiability assumptions. 
Throughout this section we assume that (Y is an interval cover, which contains 
among its cut points the turning point c. Thus let a, < ... <a, be an increasing 
sequence such that a,,, a, are the endpoints of I, and a, = c is the turning point, where 
O<m<n.Denote vj=[Uj,Uj+,],andcr={VjIj~A),where A={O,...,n-l}.ForjeA 
denote t(j)=0 if j<m, z(j)=1 if jam. For UEA*, k<)ul, denote TV= 
C:Ii r(ui)mod 2. W e say that UE A* is even (odd), if vu1 (u) is zero (one). 
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Definition 8. For u, WA*, define u-=Cu iff there exists k such that Ulk=Ulk, and either 
Z(Ulk)=O and uk<uk, or$ulk)=l andu,>uk.(ThisincludesthecaseIu[=korIuI=k, 
when u,=i or zik=j_ We put in this case O<...<m-1 <i<rn<...<n-1.) Define 
usu iff either u<u, or u&c or u~u. 
Forexampleifn=2,weget00~0~01~~~~11~1<10.Ifu~~thenu~u,andu~u. 
If u<u, then u<u. Thus < is a strict ordering on A*, and 5 is an ordering on AN. 
Proposition 5. If u, ZIGA*, and u<u, then (VXE v,)(Vy~ V,)(x <y). 
Proof. Let U-C& k<min(Iu/, Iul), Ulk=Ulk, U,#u,, XEV”, JJEV,. We prove X<JJ by 
induction on k. If k = 0, then u0 <u 0, and x d y. If k > 0, we apply the Proposition to 
cr(u) and o(u). Ifz(u,)=r(u,)=O, theno(u)<o(u), sog(x)<g(y), andxdysince x, ybc. 
If 1, then a(u)>a(u), so g(x)ag(y), and xdy since x, y>c. 0 
Definition. 9. The upper and lower itineraries of XEZ are defined by 
Y’(x)=max(uEANIxEVU}, .a,(x)=min(uEA”IxEV,). 
Here max and min are meant with respect to 3. The upper and lower itineraries 
might be obtained by inductive definition: 
Uj<gi(X)<Uj+l =a ~~“(X)i=~~~(X)i=j, 
gi(x)=aj, r(.ayX)Ij)=O a Cf”(x)i=min{j, n- l}, 
gi(X)=Uj, T(J’(X)li)= 1 * $“(x)i=min{ j- l,O$, 
g’(X)=Uj, T(Ya(X)li)=O 3 J,(x)i=min{j- l,O}, 
gi(x)=aj, T(XJx)lj)= 1 * Ya(x)i=min{j, n-l>, 
Proposition 6. XE i+(,)n VX~(,). If x<y, then 4”(x)<YE(y). 
Proof. If Y”(x)>9Jy), then x>y by Proposition 5. q 
Definition 10. For WE AN, ,i~ A denote 
Proposition 7. ZfucA*, then u~Y(l, g, cc)uY(Z, g, a) iff 
U~~j(-e,(g(aj)))nLj(~‘(g(uj+ 1))) for each j< m, 
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and 
UGL’(Y”(g(Uj)))nLj(Ya(g(Llj+l))) for each j>m. 
Proof. Let u~l;p(I, g, cc)uY(Z, g, r), and ui=j. Pick some XE VU. Then gi(x)E V&,)G Vi. 
If j<m, then g(aj)bg’+‘(x)dg(aj+,). Suppose that .Y,(g(aj))>~i”(U). Then 
g(aj) 2 g’+ ’ (x) by Proposition 5, SO g(Uj) = gif ’ (X)E Vai+l(,). This is however impos- 
sibble, as Ym(g(aj)) is the least sequence u, for which g(aj)E V,,. Thus YU(g(aj))<ai’ l(u), 
and uELj(YU(g(aj))). Similarly we prove the other inequalities, so the condition is 
necessary. To prove the sufficiency, we proceed by induction on the length of U. If 
lul< 1, then V,#O. If 1~1 is finite and the Proposition holds for IuI- 1, we apply it to 
G(U). Thus there exists some YE V&,). If u,=j<m, then .a,(g(aj))~o(u)~~“(g(aj+,)). 
IfY@(g(aj))+a(u), then&(g(aj));o(u), and ajEV,#O. Similarly ifa ##‘(g(aj+,)), 
then aj+l E VU. If ,~~(g(aj))4o(u)~.a”(g(aj+l)), then g(aj)dydg(aj+l) by Proposi- 
tion 5, and there exists a unique XE Vj with g(x)= y. Thus XE V,,#O. Similarly 
we proceed if j>m. If IuI is infinite, u AU and u~2 *, then v satisfies the condition 
of the Proposition, so V, #O. Thus VU = n { V,l v~u, EA* } is nonempty by 
compactness. 0 
Proposition 8. Let WEAN be eventually periodic, and jE A. If WE L’(w), then Lj(w)nA* is 
regular. If wall, then Lj(w)nA* is regular. 
Proof. Suppose w~Lj(w) and for u, VEA * define uzv iff (V’tEA*)(utELj(w)o 
vtELj(w)). We prove that there exist integers O<r<s such thatjw,,zjw,,. If w=w,, 1s 
periodic even, we put r =n, s= 2n. Let tEA* and denote u =jwIZ,,t, v=jw,,,t. Suppose 
u~Lj(w) and vi=j. If i=O, then ui=j, so a(u)=w,,,t<w. Since w,, is even, we get 
o(v)=on(w,Znt)< a”(w)=w. If i>O, then ui+n=j, and aiil(u)=~i+n+l(~)<~, thus 
UE L’(w). Conversely suppose VE L’(v) and ui =j. If i=O, then vi =j, so w,, t<w, and 
therefore w,z,t<w. If O<i<n, then ~~_~=j and a’(w)<w, since w~Lj(w). Since 
a’(w)# w, we get a’(w),,,<w, so a’+‘(u)<w. If i>n, then vi_,,=j, SO 
,i+l(u)=oi+l-n -. 
(v)<w. Thus we have proved jw,,, zjw,,,. If w = w,,, 1s periodic odd, 
similar arguments show that jwln %jw13n. If w is preperiodic, then we can write 
w=wg . ..w._lw,...w,+*~l, where w, . w,,,+,_~ is even. Since the set { a’(w)1 iEN} 
is finite, there exists an integer p such that a’+’ (w),~<w,~ whenever wi=j. Let k be an 
integer with nk>p and put r=m+nk, s=m+(n+ 1)k. Then againjw,,zjw,,. We show 
now that if u~Lj(w), and lul>s, then there exists some vzu with \vI<IuI. Ifjw,,@u, 
then uz:a(u). If jw,,E u, then jwlr#(u)zu. Thus there is only a finite number of 
equivalence classes contained in L’(w), so L’(w) is regular by Nerode Theorem (see 
C91). 0 
Theorem 5. _Y(l, g, a) is a regular (recursive) language iffall &(g(aj)) and .P( g(Uj)) are 
eventually periodic (recursive) sequences. 
Proof. If the condition is satisfied, then L = Y(Z, y, r) is regular (recursive) since it is 
an intersection of a finite number of regular (recursive) Iangauges (Propositions 7 and 
8). To prove the converse, suppose that \r=.fl”(<j(aj)) is aperiodic and L is regular. 
Assume j3m. Since UjE Vjh,, ,~\v,~EL for any k>O. By Nerode Theorem there exists 
a right congruence z of finite index on A*, such that L is a union of its equivalence 
classes. There exists an infinite set M c N such all {y,,, 1 mE M ) have the same parity. 
Assume they are all even. Since z is of finite index, there exists tn, nEM, m#n, such 
that j\v,,,, -jw,,,. Since z is a right congruence, ,iw~r~~l+~,=jw,,lom(w),k~L for any k, so 
II~,,,cJ~(~),~~~v, and ~~(w),,<o”(w),~, since w,,, is even. Interchanging m and n in the 
above argument we get ~?(w),~<(~“‘(w),~ for any k, and therefore C”(W) =8’(w). This is, 
however, in contradiction with the aperiodicity of IV. If all (u,,,, 1 tnEM } are odd, or if 
j<rn, the proof is similar. For the case of recursivity suppose that w =.B”(g(aj)) is 
nonrecursive and L is recursive. Again jwIE L for any k. If j> m and m,, is even, or if 
j<tll and m,, is odd, then wk=max (iljw~,,i~L). In other cases ~‘~=min{iIjw,~i~L). 
Since L is recursive, we get a recursive procedure for the computation of ~1, which is 
a contradiction. 0 
Definition 11. Denote M, = { [N, c], [c, h] 1 the standard cover of unimodal system (I, g) 
with endpoints a, h, and turning point C. The itinerary .Y(x)E~* of XEI is defined by 
.a(S)i=O 0 gi(x)<c, J(x)i = 1 0 g’(x) >c 
.ftir 0di<I.f(x)l=inf(n30/yn(u)=( ) . The kneading sequence of (I, g) is n‘(g)= 
J(g(c)). Denote also .~J~(x)=._@~~(.x), .f”( =.B”Y(.x), .X;=.Yq(.y(c)), XY=9(g(c)). 
Thus X(x) is finite iff the orbit of x contains, c, e.g. Y(c)=j. is the empty word. If 
g(c) = c, then .X’(y) = 1.. In general 
x9 = .X’(cg), .f” = X‘(g) if .X(g) is infinite, 
.m;,=X(M)l, CX’9=X(g)0.~(g)l if X‘(~j) is finite odd, 
.rn,=X(g)O, X~=.m‘(g)l.K(g)O if x‘(y) is finite even 
.Y&, = J(x), 99(x) = Y(x) if .9(.x) is infinite, 
.Y~(x)=J-(x)l Xi, .fg(x)=.f(x)o.Y if -Y(x) is finite odd, 
<f&) =.B(x)OX’,, .9(.x) = .F:(x) I x, if J(x) is finite even. 
Definition 12. For w~2* denote C,.=ju~2”I(Vi>O)(a‘(u)~~.)}=L~(~v)nL~(w)n2~~. 
Then C, is a subshift. We say that w is maximal, if (Vi)(a’(w)li_vt~). 
Theorem 6. Y(I, $1, sc,)=Y’(1,,~) is rrgdur $f .X’(g) is either finite or eavztual/J 
periodic. 
Proof. Proposition 7 and Theorem 5. 3 
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Proposition 9. C~fg = {Jg(x), Yg(x) 1 xE1 }. 
Proof. If x~l and i>O, then either a’(.~,(x))=.~,(g’(x)), or ai(Xg(x))=.flg(g’(x)). If 
g’(x)<g(c), oi(.Yg(x))~Xg by Propositon 6. If g’(x)=g(c), then oi(.gg(x))=.Kg. Thus 
Yg(x)~C,xq. For the upper itinerary is the proof similar. If UEC,X,, then V,#O by 
Proposition 7. If there exists CE V,, whose orbit does not contain c, then 
u=.gg(x)=Yg(x). If gi(x)=c, then c?+l(u)=Xg,, so either u=.Yg(x), or u=.Yg(x). 0 
The first nonperiodic kneading sequence can be obtained by successive applications 
of the doubling operator. The double of se2* - { 1,) is 9(s) = ss*, where s* is the sequence 
obtained from s by changing the last bit. The doubling operator can be iterated, 
and since s~S(s), Q,“(s)=lim;+, 9’(s) is well defined. In particular 9(l)= 
= 1011 lOlO.... 
Theorem 7. A unimodal sytem (I, g) is regulur if Xg<QX(l), and nonrecursive other- 
wise. 
Proof. If X,<s:“(l), then the itineary of every point xc1 is either finite or eventually 
periodic. Thus if c( is an interval cover with the turning point among its cut points, 
then all X’(g(aj)) and Ya(g(Uj)) are eventually periodic, so Y((I, g, M) is regular by 
Theorem 5. If z is an arbitrary interval cover, then there exists a finer interval cover 
with the cut point c, and we get the result by Proposition 1. On the other hand 
suppose that X(g)>9’“(1). For a sequence ni of positive integers denote 
w=1”“(10)“‘(1011)“‘...(9”(1))“‘... Then w~_Y(l, g, a,), and there exists a point x with 
Y(x)= w. If the sequence nj is not recursive, then neither is w. n 
Thus regularity and recursivity differentiate unimodal systems similarly as 
topological entropy, since the topological entropy of (I, g) is zero iff xq<9=(l) 
(see [ll]). 
5. Sunimodal systems 
Definition 13. A unimodal system (I, g) is S-unimodal, if it has continuous third 
derivation, g”(c)<O, g’(a)> 1, and Sg(x)<O for all x#c, where Sg(x)=g”‘(x)/g’(x- 
~(g”(x)/g’(~))~ is the Schwarzian derivative. 
Theorem 8. Let (I, g) he S-unimodal system. ZfX(g) IS neither finite nor periodic, then 
VU has empty interiorfor any u~2~. If X(g) is eitherjinite or periodic, and UE~~, then V, 
has nonempty interior iff UEC,~~ and there exists k>O with X(g)Eok(u). 
See Guckenheimer [7] or Collet and Eckmann [2] for a proof. 
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Proposition 10. If (I, q) is S-unimoda~, then there exists u homomorphism 
$:(zn;, +(I, Y) with (Vu~Z.i~,)($(uk Vu), h h w ic ma p s et~entuully periodic points to 
eventuallyl periodic points with the same period. 
Proof. If X(g) is neither finite nor periodic, then by Theorem 8, VU is a singleton for 
each u~Z,~,,,,,so the condition $(u)E VU defines $ uniquely, and II/ is clearly continuous. 
By Proposition 9, it is surjective. Suppose now that .X(g)= v? is periodic odd, and 
denote II = 1~1. Then 9” is decreasing on V,, and has therefore a unique y”-fixed point 
$(M’)E V,. If a’(u) = W, then there is a unique $(u)E VU with y’$(u) = $(W). Thus $ is first 
defined on the orbit of W, and then on its preimages. So defined $ is continuous, since 
each u for which o’(u)=*, is an isolated point. Indeed if WWUCC,~ , then 
c?“(Nww)= ~5% by definition, and a”(~wu)= WU<M?, so u2cr”(r2’)= W, since ti>‘is odd. 
Thus u = \?, and @ is an isolated point of C,?,. If oi(u) = b?‘, then u is isolated too, since 
CJ is continuous, and every point has only a finite number of preimages under C. 
Finally we assume that .X’(<j) is either finite or periodic even. Then ~47~ = ti is periodic 
even too. If M.=O, then C,X.,,= (0. lo), and the Proposition is trivial. If w#O, then 
10~r~, and M+“TEZ,~,~ for any p. Thus C is a limit point in this case and I’,: # V,, 
whenever u is an initial substring of @. Denote Wn( V, - V,, / UE~*, u L ti). Then W is 
a nonempty invariant set which does not contain any inner point of I’,:. Suppose that 
W contains both endpoints of V,, Then they would be unstable fixed points for g’“, 
and therefore there would exist a stable fixed point between them. This is, however, in 
contradiction with Sg ~0. Thus W consists of exactly one periodic point with period 
II and we define $(U’)E W. The construction then proceeds as in the preceding case. It 
follows from the construction that $ is continuous at Cr, and also at all its preim- 
ages. 0 
Theorem 9. Let (I, g) be S-unimodal syastem such thut X(g) is neither$nite nor periodic. 
Then (I, g) is a.fuctor of(E,fq, o). 
Proof. Theorem 8 and Proposition 10. 0 
Theorem 10. Jf (I, g) is S-unimodal and X‘(g) is preperiodic, then (I, g) is a jizctor of 
a ,jinite automaton. 
Proof. Theorems 6, 4 and 9. 0 
Proposition 11. Let y : I +I be a monotone (i.e. either nondecrasing or nonincreasing) 
continuous map on a compact reul interval I. Then (I, g) is a factor of‘ujinite automaton. 
See [lo] for a proof. 
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Theorem 11. Zf (I, g) is S-unimodal and X(g) is either finite or periodic, then (I, g) is 
a factor of a finite automaton. 
Proof. Denote Zg = W, 1 w / = n. Consider an alphabet A = (0, 1,2,3,4,5}, a projection 
v : A + (0, l} defined by v(a) = a mod 2, and a subshift Cc AN defined by XEC iff either 
XE~,, or x=uv, where u, v satisfy following condtions: UE(O, l}*, VE{~, ...,5}N, 
v(uv)~C,~, w,-rwO . . w,-~ is not a final segment of u, va(v)=G, and v,E{~, 5} iff 
n divides i. Since C,. is regular, C is regular too, and there is a factorization 
(p’:(X’,J”‘)+(Z, a). By Proposition 10 there is a homomorphism $ : (C,, a)+(l, g). 
Thus we have a homomorphism $vcp’:(X’,f’)+(l, g), which is, however, not surjec- 
tive. By Proposition 11 there is a factorization v”:(X”,f”)-+(I’,, 9”). We construct 
a finite automaton (X,f), where X=X’ x X”, f(u’, u”)=(fl(u’),fll(u”)) if 
cp’(u’),~{4, 5) (this depends only on ub and us), andf(u’, u”)=(f’(u’), u”) otherwise. 
Then avcp’(u’)=G provided (P’(u’),E(~, 51. Define cp: X+1 by 
cp(u’, u”)=$cp’(u’) if 9’(~‘)E2~, 
cp(n’, u”)=g,,‘(u$)g”‘p”(U”) if CP’(U’)~~{~, 5}, 
cp(u’, u”)=gY~f(U/),(P(f’(u’), n”) if cp’(f’(u’),u”) 
has been defined. (Here gi: [a, g(c)]+v, are the two inverses of g.) Then 
(P(u’, U”)E K,,(,~), and cp is surjection. If (P’(u’),E{~, 5}, then cpf(u’, u”)=cp(f’(u’), 
f”(u”))=g,J,,f’(U’)0cp((f’)2(u’), f”V’))= “‘gvqn’(u’), ~~~gvcp’(u’)“_, cP((.Mu’),f”(u”))= 
Yvcp’(u’), . .. gvcp~(u~)~gn~“fll(u”)=(p”fll(u”)=gn(p”(u”)=gcp(u’, u”). If I’ is eventual- 
ly periodic, and if (p’(u’),${4, 5}, then cpf(u’, u”)=q(f(u’), u”)=gcp(u’, u”). Thus cp is 
a factorization. 0 
Corollary 1. An S-unimodal system with either finite or eventually periodic kneading 
sequence is a factor of a finite automaton. Thus S-unimodal systems with preperiodic 
kneading sequences are factors of$nite automata, which are not regular. 
Example 2. If X(g) = 3m (l), then (I, g) is not a factor of a finite automaton. 
Proof. For any k>O there exists an open invariant neighbourhood of w(c), which 
does not contain periodic points with periods less than 2k. By Theorem 3, (I, g) is not 
a factor of a finite automaton (see [lo] for details). 0 
We conjecture that an S-unimodal system with aperiodic kneading sequence is not 
a factor of a finite automaton. 
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